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Improving Our World by Advancing the Application of Chemistry at Scale
The chemical sciences are vital for the wellbeing of our world. The know-how to efficiently and safely
perform chemistry at industrial scale is a critical element – this is the focus of this interest group.

UPDATES ON PCTG’S ACTIVITIES
2021 was a virtual year for the group but we
managed a reasonably full webinar program
covering a broad spectrum of topics and a very
stimulating symposium spread over 2 mornings
on the theme “How can Process Chemistry and
Technology Enable Sustainability?” more about
that below. As we move forward in 2022 and
the reopening of society we plan to continue the
webinar program interspersed with themed mini
symposia with chaired discussion panels. We
are in the planning stages for our main annual
event this year on the theme “The Digital Future
of Process Chemistry and Technology” to be
held at Burlington House on Friday 18th
November 2022 with online access available
st

We held our 1 face to face committee meeting
in 2 years in October 2021.
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RECENT EVENTS AND WEBINARS
How Can Process Chemistry and Technology Enable Sustainability
18th-19th November 2021 (online)
Nearly 200 people registered for our annual celebration of innovations in process chemistry
and technology on the 18th and 19th of November 2021. The big question posed was “How
Can Process Chemistry and Technology Enable Sustainability?” Speakers joined us from
organisations including BASF, National Nuclear Laboratory, The University of Cambridge,
Imperial College London and DEFRA.
There were some great discussion from our panels seeking to address some of the most
difficult questions around this important topic. We want to thank everyone that contributed
and, in particular, our own Mariyama Bi and Bethan Coulson for moderating the sessions
and keeping the program to time!
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Please let us know if you have ideas for how we can continue to help our community in
working to ensure sustainability. Or if you would like to help us in any other way contact us
here.

Webinars:
Bridging the gap from Med Chem to Scale Up: the fun and joy of Process Chemistry
Dr Mukund Chorghade,
22nd February 2022.
Introduction to Chemical Reaction Hazards
Samantha Oke, AstraZeneca
26th January 2022

Modern Kinetic Analysis in Chemistry
Connor Taylor, Compunetics
21st December 2021 14:00

Kinetics from colour at (any) scale
Dr Marc Reid, University of Strathclyde
Tues 26 March 2022

CALL FOR TOPICS AND SPEAKERS FOR THE 2022 WEBINAR SERIES
The PCTG committee is currently planning a monthly webinar series for 2022 and beyond to
help us with our goals of bridging the gap between process chemistry and technology, aiding
innovation, and raising awareness of current issues in the field.
We would like your help:


What webinars would you like to see?



Have you seen a great presentation somewhere else that would be compelling and
relevant for our membership?



What are the hot topics and current challenges in process chemistry we should be
talking about?



Do you have an innovation, a discovery or a technology that you would like to tell the
community about?
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Could you help us to reflect the diversity of organisations, people and careers in
process chemistry and technology by telling your story?

Contact us with your ideas via the PCTG website.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Annual Event:

We are pleased to announce our annual celebration of innovations in industry and
academia, which this time will be about The Digital Future of Process Chemistry and
Technology.
Please save the date: Friday, 18 November 2022.
The event will provide answers to important questions, including:

1. What do we mean by “digital” in the context of science, engineering, R&D,
and manufacturing?
2. What are the relevant digital technologies (e.g. machine learning, digital
twins, artificial intelligence, lab automation, computational modelling,
simulation, IoT, industry4.0, lab4.0)?
3. How can these technologies enable better process chemistry and
technology?
4. What can we learn from examples outside of process chemistry and
technology?
5. What skills will process chemists and technologists need in the digital
future?
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For the first time since November 2019 we will welcome speakers and attendees to
Burlington House in London. And, for those unable to travel, we will enable online
access to the live event and recordings.
Please let us know if you have suggestions for speakers. Or if you would like to help
us in any other way

Webinars


Iron nanoparticles - ‘rustproof transition’ from diagnostics to therapeutics
 Professor Varsha Kelkar Mane,
 Department of Biotechnology
 University of Mumbai
 India
 26 April 2022 @ 14:00

CPACT webinars
CPACT is offering the following exciting webinar programme of interest to PCTG members:



Farewell to spectral model optimisation 14th April 2022 at 3pm link
Challenges in Industrial Process Analytics 28 Apr 2022 3pm link.

APACT22 13th-16th September 2022 Details

IChemE Webinars of interest to our members


Advances in Data Analytics for On-line Process Monitoring and Control

10th May 2022 10am link.


Webinar: Climate Change Challenges11th May 2022 13:00 link
.

For more information on future events, please visit https://www.procchem.group.

NEW COMMITTEE MEMBERS
We are currently looking to expand our committee to increase diversity and enable a wider
range of activities, if you are interested contact us through the website

ABOUT THE PROCESS CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY GROUP
The vision of this group is to be a place where process chemistry and process technology
join together and to bridge the gap, aid innovation and raise awareness of current issues in
the field. The PCTG, comprising some 800 members across multiple sectors, is led by an
enthusiastic committee of professionals, all of whom are active in this field.
The PCTG, through its membership and networks, are leading the way to challenge the UK
industry to think differently about how to approach the world’s future process chemistry and
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technology challenges.
By engaging with the PCTG you can:




Promote and contribute to the advancement of industrial-scale process chemistry
and technology
Develop your skills and understanding by learning from experts in the field
Boost your career, raise your profile, and build your network of like-minded chemical
scientists from industry and academia

New members are always welcome, to help us drive our exciting programme of activities
and projects. The Committee meets 3 times per year in London. On the other 9 months of
the year, the Committee meets by teleconference.

THE COMMITTEE
Chair: Dr Carl Steele CChem FRSC (Orano Projects Limited)
Treasurer: Dr Mark Hughes MRSC (ex-GSK)
Secretary: Dr Phil Kay CChem MRSC (JMP)
Committee Members:
Mariyam Bi, Placement student.
Dr Mukund Chorghade CChem FRSC (THINQ Pharma),
Dr Bethan Coulson MRSC (Johnson Matthey Fuel Cells),
Giuseppe Fiorello CChem (IPI Global Ltd.),
Dr Charles Gordon (Scale-up Systems),
Dr. Fraser Kerr FRSC (Astute Pharma Associates Ltd.),
Dr Alan Steven CChem MRSC (CatSci Ltd.)

WAYS TO CONTACT PCTG
Website: www.procchem.group Email: rscpctg@gmail.com
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